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A truly remarkable residential estate with impressive early Victorian
Mansion, large private pleasure lake complete with Victorian Lodge and a
beach, several Guest Lodges and excellent Pleasure Grounds complete with
Tennis Court, private 40-acre Lake with fishing and kayaking opportunities,
the “Irish Sky Garden” designed by world renowned James Turrell including a
unique man-made Crater to contemplate the ever changing Irish sky, design
landscape gardens, tremendous stands of woodland and meadow grazing.

The entire estate comprises some 66 hectares (163 acres). In all the accommodation extends to some
1,685 square metres (18,135 square feet), providing 25 principal bedroom suites in the Mansion,
adjacent Garden Mews and Lake Lodge.
Additional housing opportunities in the Coach House.
Cork City 90 km (56 miles)
Cork International Airport 70 minutes driving time (approx.)

Note: These particulars give only a general outline and your attention is drawn to the Important Notice printed within.

HISTORIC PROVENANCE
The Mansion house was built by the O’Donovan Chieftain of the O’Donovan
Clan circa 1850 and a summer house, a moderately large house, was added to
the estate circa 1870. This Summer House now referred to as the Lake Lodge.
Sold out of the family in 1924, the estate has enjoyed Irish, English, American,
German and Swiss owners in the interim with its use alternating from private
house to country house Bed and Breakfast and as a venue for weddings, concerts
and retreats of all kinds. From the late 1980’s, until mid-2000’s a major restoration
of the Mansion, Garden Mews, Lake Lodge and Coach House took place.

Today Liss Ard is a hospitality retreat offering guests a place of enchantment
and relaxation, with a variety of luxury accommodation to suit all tastes and
holidaying needs. Liss Ard has in the past been used as a retreat for numerous
celebrities including Oasis, Van Morrison, Pattie Smith and Nick Cave. Rock
concerts and photo shoots have been hosted within the gardens.
Above image of the Irish Sky Garden. By lying on the stone structure at the bottom of the crater and looking up, the dome effect
frame is truly an unforgettable experience.

The red outline is for guidance only.

IDYLLIC POSITION
Liss Ard is conveniently accessible to Cork International Airport, which is about
52 miles (83.2km) taking approximately 70 minutes. It is less than a mile to
the South of Skibbereen which is situated in the south-west corner of County
Cork, the largest of all the Irish counties and in many ways the most varied. Rich
farmland and river valleys contrast with the wild sandstone hills of the west and
perhaps, most impressively, the magnificent coastline scooped and fretted by the
Atlantic into great bays and secret coves, strewn with rocky headlands and long,
soft golden sands.
The thriving town of Skibbereen is the capital of West Cork and the centre for
all agricultural, industrial and tourist activities. It offers excellent local facilities,
whilst the nearby city of Cork offers a greater variety of shops and services. There
are many beautiful ﬁshing villages within close proximity including Baltimore,
Glandore, Union Hall and Castletownshend – all remarkably unspoilt.

There are also the inhabited islands such as Sherkin and Cape Clear reached by
regular ferries. Mizen Head and the Fastnet Rock are also easily accessible by
boat from Baltimore, as are other places of interest.
Recreational facilities local to the area include a 18-hole parkland golf course
nearby at Skibbereen and West Carbury Golf Club, hunting with the West
Carbury hounds, salmon and sea trout ﬁshing on the Ilen River, as well as sea
angling and coarse ﬁshing. There is extensive sailing, walking, cycling, scuba
diving and sites of international archaeological interest. Also nearby is Lough
Hyne, an inland salt water lake, Ireland’s ﬁrst Marine Nature Reserve and noted
as place of interest on The Wild Atlantic Way. Good local schools from play
school through to second level.

MAGICAL ESTATE
In Gaelic the words “Liss Ard” mean high fort, a description most appropriate for
Liss Ard House. It commands an elevated and digniﬁed hill top position with far
reaching views over farmland and mountains beyond. Providing an important and
comfortable home for a number of foremost Irish and foreign families, the Estate
originally covered a larger area including farmland to the north-west. One of the
most distinctive features of the Estate is its incredible rural and peaceful setting
in wonderful mature woodland, interspersed with meandering paths and gardens,
open glades and vistas as well as sympathetically landscaped water falls, ponds and
streams running into the picturesque Lough Abisdealy, along with the Magniﬁcent
Crater designed by James Turrell for the appreciation of the Irish skies.

At the southern end of the Lough is the Lake Lodge, a superbly sited house with
extensive accommodation and spectacular views across the Lough.
Liss Ard House and the Lake Lodge are screened from each other and to a
large extent from other houses not only by the natural fall of the land, but
also extensive mature woodland. The quality of both houses, their gardens and
dramatic settings are further complemented by each having important separate
gate lodges and long drives.

LISS ARD HOUSE

Liss Ard house was built to a Regency design in the 1850s just after the Great
Famine. It has a slate roof with rendered elevations over three ﬂoors. The quality
of its original construction and subsequent alterations is very evident in the
decorative and functional features, including ﬁne cornicing, door frames, ﬁre
places, oak strip ﬂooring throughout the ground and ﬁrst ﬂoor, low voltage track
lighting in many rooms and many sets of working window shutters. A pair of
wrought iron gates and the Liss Ard Gate Lodge mark the head of the principal
drive, to the left of which there is a new woodland plantation. Rhododendrons
and a variety of trees including Oak, Beech, a large Californian Cypress and
attractive paddocks border the long driveway eventually leading up to the house.

ﬂoors, shuttered windows and door through to: Drawing Room with central
ceiling rose, ornate marble mantelpiece with cast iron inset and slate hearth.

At the front of the house is a formal parking area, while a lawn with magniﬁcent
views northeast across to Carrigfadda and Kerry Mountains beyond stretches
eastwards out to a Haha and adjacent paddocks.

On the ﬁrst ﬂoor a large landing with oak stripped ﬂoor and lantern skylight
providing the landing itself and staircase with natural light.

On the ground ﬂoor an arched entrance porch with Limestone steps lead to a
pair of double doors into the Entrance Hall with slate and quarry tile ﬂoor as
well as a door to the secondary staircase and steps to the Ofﬁce. Further doors
enter into the impressive Reception Hall with large arched window with window
seats, oak shelving, plaster effect panelling to dado rail, open ﬁreplace and large
walk-in cupboard.
Steps lead to an Inner Hall providing access to the main reception rooms and
to the ﬁrst and lower ground ﬂoor via the principal staircase. As well as a Study/
Ofﬁce with adjacent Cloakrooms is a well-proportioned Library with wooden

Reception Room with Connemara marble mantelpiece with cast iron inset.
From the Inner Hall a large cantilevered staircase with wooden balustrades and
banisters rises to the ﬁrst ﬂoor and descends to the lower ground.
A half landing between the ground and ﬁrst ﬂoor has a large arched window
looking out to the north of the house.

From the landing is accessed the Master Bedroom Suite comprising a large
bedroom, sitting room/dressing room and ensuite bathroom. In addition, there
are Five further generous Bedrooms including their own Bathroom Suites on the
ﬁrst ﬂoor.
Lower Ground Floor
Accessed from either outside, via the service staircase or more usually from the
inner hall where the main staircase leads past a large circular window to the
extensive lower ground ﬂoor.There is a large Dining Room, commercial Kitchen
and several Storage Rooms, one or some of which could be converted into a
Gym or Cinema Room.

25 BEDROOM SUITES

THE LAKE LODGE

Liss Ard Estate is a wonderful ﬁnd, just the right distance off the beaten track,
in a very special part of the world, nearby to Skibbereen in West Cork, offering
the perfect balance of seclusion without solitude. The accommodation on the
beautiful 163 acre estate encompasses:

Having an independent entrance and a totally private position overlooking
the south-western shore of Lough Abisdealy, the Lake Lodge is a substantial
family house incorporating a separate annexe. The Lodge has, in the past been
used as an exclusive luxurious hotel. It is understood that the house, which is
of Victorian design, was built in the 1870s and is constructed of rendered brick
and block under a slate roof. A gravel parking area to the front with a gravelled
path around the house interspersed with large Liscannor slate stones leads to
a lawn, stone terrace and ornamental pond surrounded by rock gardens and
variegated shrubs.

• The early Victorian Mansion house, comprising some 925 square metres
(9,957 Square feet) of accommodation and beneﬁtting from a sensitive
restoration, introducing a wonderful blend of contemporary design with
retained period elegance.
• The adjacent Garden Mews, a former 1800s stable block that has been
thoroughly restored to now provide independent apartment suites for guests.
• The Lake Lodge, a later Victorian residence overlooking the 40-acre private
lake, Lough Absidealy, which is stocked with ﬁsh and has a sandy beach.
• The Coach House, a former coach house with the loft converted into a
Manager’s House or studio apartment.
The entire accommodation on the estate extends to 25 bedrooms and includes
the splendour of the 6 bedroom Mansion house, adjacent Mews House with
9 bedrooms and the spectacularly positioned Lake Lodge with a further 10
bedrooms and more housing opportunities in the Coach House.

Stone steps lead to the double doors into the ground floor of the main house,
which comprises a Reception Hall, Reading Room and Sitting Room with bay
windows and views over the lake, Kitchen and Dining Room. On the first floor
there are Four large Bedroom and Bathroom Suites designed to integrate light
and serenity with subtle minimalism. An extensive annexe has been added to
the house in recent years, designed originally to provide further hotel bedroom
suites; these could however by incorporated to produce a single larger house.
Accessed independently and over the ground and first floor, there are Six
further Bedroom and Bathroom Suites all designed in a similarly impressive
style to those in the main house.
Outside, there is a parking area to the side and rear of the house with the main
gardens to the front. Lake Lodge is set into a wooded bank. Surrounding the
Lake Lodge there is a pond and lawns that slope down to Lough Abisdealy.

PRIVATE LAKE
The Lough and its reed covered shores provide a home for many different types of wildlife with birdwatching facilities on the
north shore, coarse ﬁshing from the banks and in boats, for a variety of ﬁsh including carp, roach, trench and pike.

Lake Lodge

ANCILLARY ACCOMMODATION
Garden Mews
Forming part of the yard around the parking area to the front of Liss Ard House is a row of attractive rendered cottages under a slate roof. Each of the Four Cottages
have access to rear private landscaped designed gardens. The cottages have all been superbly refurbished in contemporary minimalist style throughout including ﬁtted
oak ﬂoorboards and fully-ﬁtted bedrooms and bathrooms. Two of the four cottages have single bedroom suites, one has three bedroom suites, and the largest has four
bedroom suites. Behind the private cottage gardens is the main Walled Garden.
Tower Lodge
The entrance to the Lake Lodge is a castellated and arched gateway of rendered block construction forming an impressive and strategic entrance. It has two
Cloakrooms and two Store Rooms on the ground ﬂoor and a large Open Plan Studio on the ﬁrst ﬂoor with Kitchenette and Cloak Room.
The Gate Lodge
Guarding the gated entrance to Liss Ard is a traditional single storey Gate Lodge of the rendered brick construction under a slate roof. It has a single Reception Room,
two Store Rooms, two Cloakrooms and an Ofﬁce.

SPLENDID GROUNDS
The gardens and extensive grounds of Liss Ard comprise a mixture of woodlands,
meadows, lakes and waterfalls having been devoted to Irish nature. There is
a combination of ten inter-linking gardens with carefully laid out paths. The
gardens have been created using native Irish ﬂora, reintroducing old rare species
of trees and wild ﬂower meadows to help maintain a natural habitat and balanced
food chain for the local wildlife. As with all great gardens, they are integrated
with landscaping and architecture. James Turrell, the renowned artist famous for
his work using the theme of ‘Light’ has created the Irish Sky Garden including
a dramatic crater, designed to allow the appreciation of the Irish skies from a
different perspective. By lying on the stone structure at the bottom of the crater
and looking up, the dome effect frame is truly an unforgettable experience.

Lakeside Walk – A natural environment that has been declared a nature reserve
running alongside the Lough edge.

The ten individual gardens comprise:

Bog Garden – A less manicured area of gardens made up of the lower ponds of
the reed bed ﬁltration system.

The Woodland Garden – Where a grass pathway leads through a mixture of
native trees including Beech, Oak, Hazel, Birch and Pine.
Water garden and Arboretum – The largest of the gardens with a huge variety
of introduced species surrounding three attractive landscaped lakes forming the
initial stages of a reed bed ﬁltration system for Liss Ard House.
Wild Flower Meadow – A natural wild ﬂower meadow creating a wealth of
colour and vegetation for much of the year.
Coppiced Woodland – A selection of Sweet Chestnut, Alder and Hazel coppice;
the coppice has been used for fencing and mulch for some of the garden paths.

Waterfall Garden – Stone paths lead around the stream as it descends to the
Lough.
Irish Sky Garden – A large part of the garden is taken up by the crater, an oval
hollow in the centre of a vast landscaped mound. Reached by a long tunnel
leading to the green crater and central stone.
Woodland Walk – Meandering paths through natural native trees.

Rock and Woodland Garden – Stepping stones combining the two natural areas
of landscaped grounds.
To the south-west of Liss Ard House are the former partly walled gardens
currently laid to grass, to the south east a formal lawn bordered by a huge
Spanish Chestnut tree, Californian Cypress and Copper Beech trees. From the
lawn, steps lead down past Myrtle, Tulip and Eucalyptus trees into the woodland
gardens below, including a hard Tennis Court.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
METHOD OF SALE
The estate is offered for sale by private treaty as a whole.
TENURE & POSSESSION
The estate is offered for sale Freehold with vacant possession being given at the
closing of the sale.
FIXTURES & FITTINGS
Fixtures, ﬁttings and garden statuary and electrical appliances which are not
mentioned in these salesparticulars are speciﬁcally excluded from the sale.
SERVICES
Property

Water

Electricity

Drainage

Heating

Liss Ard House

Mains/ Well

Mains

Private (Septic Tank)

Gas

Walled Garden Cottages

Mains/ Well

Mains

Private (Septic Tank)

Gas

The Coach House

Mains/ Well

Mains

Private (Septic Tank)

Gas

Liss Ard Gate Lodge

Mains

Mains

Private (Septic Tank)

Electric

The Gate Lodge

Mains

Mains

Private (Septic Tank)

Electric

Lake Lodge

Mains/ Well

Mains

Private (Septic Tank)

Gas

Tower Lodge

Mains

Mains

Private (Septic Tank)

Electric

LOCAL AUTHORITY
Cork County Council.
VIEWING
Viewing is strictly by appointment with the joint selling agents.
MAPPING
Full mapping clearly illustrating boundary fence lines is available from the selling
agents to viewing parties.
SOLICITOR WITH CARRIAGE OF SALE
Bill Holohan, Holohan Law, Waterview House, 16 Sundays Well Road, Cork

DRIVING DIRECTIONS
From Cork international airport take the R600 towards Kinsale, in Fivemilebridge
turn right on to R613 to Ballinhassig where you join the N71. Follow the N71 to
Clonakilty and onto Skibbereen.
In Skibbereen follow the one-way system. At the ﬁrst roundabout take the ﬁrst
road left (R596), signed to Castletownshend and Liss Ard Estate. Continue up
the hill and shortly on the right-handside there are painted gate piers, gates and
Liss Ard Gate Lodge. Proceed through these gates and straight up the drive, fork
right through another pair of stone piers. Towards the top of the drive take the
left-hand fork and a further set of painted gate piers leads into a parking area at
the front of Liss Ard House.
WEST CORK A PLACE APART
Stretching from Kinsale just south of Cork City to Castletownbere in the far
South West, West Cork has become synonymous with good food, magnificent
coastal landscapes and a friendly people; enchanting visitors for generations where
lazy villages, small bustling towns and unspoilt beaches await. Due to the clarity
of the local natural light a strong artistic community has also made this area their
home. With the West Cork Arts Centre located in Skibbereen, this has become
the focal point for many artistic and cultural events.
Skibbereen is a thriving market town and a colourful place where you can sample
the very best of West Cork’s best artisan food and craft with the variety of local
shops, cafes, restaurants & bustling weekly country market. It is a hub for many
of the harbour villages, hidden beaches, coves and islands that frame this area.
Because of this interesting coastal topography, sailing is an intrinsic part of the
West Cork lifestyle with its many regattas, cumulating in the Calves Week sailing
festival which has been an annual event since 1884.

FLOOR PLANS & ACCOMMODATION SCHEDULE
NOT TO SCALE. FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY.

FLOOR PLANS & ACCOMMODATION SCHEDULE
NOT TO SCALE. FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY.

JOINT SELLING AGENTS
ROSEANNE DE VERE HUNT
Sherry FitzGerald
164 Shelbourne Road, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, Ireland
Tel: +353 (0)1 237 6300 | Mobile: +353 (0)87 412 2356
Email: roseanne.hunt@sherryfitz.ie

MAEVE MCCARTHY
Charles McCarthy Estate Agents
Bridge Street, Skibbereen, West Cork, Ireland
T: +353 (0)28 21533 | Mobile: +353 (0)87 856 6468
Email: maeve@charlesmccarthy.com
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Important Notice:
1. These particulars do not constitute an offer or contract or any part thereof and none of the statements contained in the particulars as to the property is to be relied on as a statement or representation of fact. 2. The vendor does not make or give the Agent(s) or its staff authority
to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of this property. 3. All descriptions, dimensions, acreages and boundaries, references to condition and necessary permission for use and occupation, and other details are given in good faith and are believed to be correct but any
intending purchaser or tenant should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact but must satisfy himself/herself by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them. 4. In the event of any inconsistency between these particulars and the contract of sale, the latter
shall prevail. 5. The terms, Vendor and Purchaser, where the context requires shall be deemed to refer to Lessor and Lessee and Landlord and Tenant respectively. Sherry FitzGerald PSRA Registration No: 002183. Charles McCarthy PSRA Registration No: 001176.

